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Aluminum T Shape Led Bulb Shop Bulb 
Jiangmen Kofi Lighting Technology Co., Ltd is a 
Chinese Electric Appliance manufacturer founded 
in 2010 as a enterprise focused on the 
development of electrical lighting products for 
global markets worldwide.The new Kofi® 
Aluminum T Shape Led Bulb Shop Bulb is an 
innovation that provides the light spread with a 
futuristic design. The T-bulb is the perfect 
replacement for common LED bulbs. The 
Aluminum T Shape Led Bulb Shop Bulb are more 
efficient than tube light, and you can develop 
lighting business with our best T shape LED bulbs 
from KOFI. The efficiency of the Aluminum T 

Shape Led Bulb Shop Bulb is very high. The LED bulb with T shape which is really 
upgraded, which can suitably apply to different indoor areas such as home, restaurant, 
shop, office, hotel, school, etc. 

 

Aluminum T shape LED Bulb 

  
Jiangmen Kofi Lighting Technology Co., Ltd is a Chinese Electric Appliance manufacturer 
founded in 2010 as a enterprise focused on the development of electrical lighting 
products for global markets worldwide. The KOFI RD team has more than 12 years 
professional lighting manufacturing experience. For customer who want to create or 
develop their business with Kofi® Aluminum T Shape Led Bulb Shop Bulb Shop Bulb, we 
serve the best. From product designs to the final production stage, every process is 
handled meticulously by specialized experts in the field to ensure perfection in quality 
and 100% satisfaction. 
 

Feature: 

  
The Aluminum T Shape Led Bulb Shop Bulb features a specific lens that minimizes glare 
and evenly distributes its lumen output. The directional beam angle delivers maximum 
illumination when installed vertically such as in high bays and post top lighting. 
The Aluminum T Shape Led Bulb Shop Bulb are frosted or clear with a milky or 
transparent coating and come in different sizes to fit different application.  Its wide 
voltage input and surge protection with IC driver. The input voltage range of 
this Aluminum T Shape Led Bulb Shop Bulb is AC 100~260V.  And the correlated color 
temperature of this bulb is from 3000k to 65ook. 
  

Product Pictures: 
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